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Mini Portfolio

Everything you can imagine is real

Picasso



Mini Portfolio Business Example 1: World Travel Awards

Press Advertising
Full page adverts for
Middle East Awards

Invitation
Promotional materials for
WTA’s involvement at the
World Cup Finals

One of our largest (and longest serving)
clients is the World Travel Awards. A global
brand used by many leading operators in the
Travel Industry, the Awards take place
throughout the year in locations around the
world. We are involved in nearly all aspects of
their visual media. Here is a brief selection of
some of their work.

Official Programme
96pp Official Programmes
produced for each event

Sponsor Advertising
DPS Advert for Emirates Palace Hotel



Mini Portfolio Business Example 2: Santander
Training Materials
Teacher’s Notes, Activity Sheets and
PowerPoint screens

Santander is one of the world’s largest banks and they invest heavily into social
programmes in partnership with organisations like the Citizenship Foundation.
We have worked with Santander on booklets and training materials to help
young people better understand the world of personal finance.

Pocket-sized Money Guide
Booklet for young people



Mini Portfolio Business Examples: Some recent work

Here is just a small selection of some recent work
produced for our business customers.

Horse World
Presentation Materials

Dan Technologies
Corporate Brochure in English
and Danish

Global Snow Shows
Media Pack for 2011 Shows

PetFace
Branding, illustration and
packaging for Pet Food ranges

Marketing File
Website, emailer
and folder
designs



Mini Portfolio Business Examples: Some recent work

Country Properties
Advertising/Brochure

Mini Portfolio Website design

Rockmill Wealth Management



Mini Portfolio Website design

Evergreen Press

Flinder Services

Crest Oil Products
Logo Design/Branding



Mini Portfolio Young Person/Young Adult Example 1: The Citizenship Foundation

Citizens Day
Guide booklet for enabling
Authorities to stage ‘Citizens Days’

Young Citizen’s
Passport

Best-selling Guide
to the Law for
Young People

Trouble for Danny
Resources for children with learning
disabilities about the  legal system
and youth offending.

The Citizenship Foundation is a Education Charity
producing high quality materials and training on the law,
democracy and citizenship. We work with them on many
projects covering Youth-related schemes like the National
Youth Parliament, Citizenship education materials and
much more.



Mini Portfolio Young Person/Young Adult Example 2: University of Plymouth

The University of Plymouth is a top-ranked University and we
have produced many projects for them from academic
publications to promotional /informational projects aimed at
school leavers, overseas students and also undergraduates.

Faculty of Science
Discovery Event for school

leavers and parents

UpFront
The University of Plymouth 
magazine

Faculty of Science
Promotional fold-out poster

Prospectus Concepts
Cover design concepts for the
Postgraduate Prospectus

Faculty of Education
Publicity for teacher training

Preview Day
Lanyard cards for Freshers’ Days



Mini Portfolio Young Person/Young Adult: Some recent work

Quakers
A series of Exhibition panels for

travelling exhibitions into schools,
colleges and community groups

Letchworth Street Fest
Official Programme for the

Garden City’s premier 
outdoor event, along with press

adverts, web graphics and 
posters/banners

Peninsula Arts
Series of monthly posters for arts
events in Plymouth’s thriving
community arts hub.

Phoenix Cinema
Mini Exhibition for younger audience

members, detailing the history of
this classic cinema

Young Muslim Leadership
Network
Booklet for Muslim students in
higher education

Here is just a small selection of
some recent work produced with
young people in mind.



Mini Portfolio Children & Families Example 1: The Heritage Foundation

The Heritage Foundation in Letchworth Garden City continues the
pioneering work implemented by Ebenezer Howard and continues
to invest in the community through its many enterprises, including
a museum, a theatre, a cinema and a community farm.

Earth Day
A community event

celebrating all things
environmental

Broadway Cinema
The design of a new website for the famous
Art Deco Cinema in the heart of town

Standalone Farm
Competition Flyer

First Garden City
Heritage Museum

Exhibition stands and
promotional materials



Mini Portfolio Children & Families: Some recent work

Letchworth Food
Festival
Poster designs and ad
campaign for this family
event

Pixmore School
Prospectus

The Valley School
Prospectus

Up On Downs
Leaflet for support group

Letchworth
Arts Centre

Quarterly
What’s On

Leaflet

Hand in Hands
Help independent living

Christmas Promotions
Ads and posters for Christmas Events



Mini Portfolio Children & Families: Evans Publishing

Evans Publishing produce lavishly-illustrated books for children
that are useful tools in the classroom. We have produced many
covers and page interiors for a wide range of their publications.

Animal Friends
A series of books for very
young readers

Shots Series
Novels for 12 to 15 year

olds in the thriller and
romance genres

Storytellers
Stories from the
world’s great faiths

Uncovering the Past
Series of books looking at
past civilisations

Science Essentials
A series of science books
covering biology, physics
and chemistry.



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous booklets and brochures



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous booklets, magazines and brochures



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous leaflets



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous publicity material



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous publicity material



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous publicity material



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous publicity material



Mini Portfolio Miscellaneous publicity material



Mini Portfolio Logos and Branding



Method
Statement

Imagination is more important 
than knowledge

Albert Einstein



1 
Ensuring Value 
for Money

The most important thing in
the current climate is
delivering value for money,
especially when budgets are
tight.

Our first priority must be to
know how much you are
prepared to spend on a
project. There is no point
saying that all poster
designs cost £XX, when one
department may be able to
afford one price, and
another can only go to half
that.

We will always give a typical
price for a project, but we
are always prepared to work
within pre-defined budgets.
Some jobs, for example may 

have the budget to spend
on more design concepts
and we can use that budget
wisely. Other jobs, however,
may have very little scope
for initial concepts, but
through focus on the brief
we can work within a
shorter time frame to
achieve something  of
excellent quality within your
budget.    

2 
When is it needed by?

The next most important
question is the deadline.
This is an area where we
have much expertise.

Once we know when you
require the finished project,
we liaise with the print
production department to
see when the artwork is
required to go to print. We
then work out a timetable of
delivering concepts that
gives you enough time to
evaluate and feedback upon
them before we commence
upon the finished artwork.

Sometimes jobs come in
that are needed that
afternoon or by tomorrow
lunchtime. No problem. We 

are always flexible in
reallocating resources within
our studio and we can
always move our schedules
around to accommodate
urgent artworks.

On many occasions we have
produced leaflets, flyers and
posters within hours if
required.

Best of all, we do not charge
any premium for a fast
turnaround.

3 
What is the medium?

Also at the outset we agree
on what the job is and how
it is to be produced? Is it
part of an on-going series? Is
it a 2-colour or 4-colour job?
Is it a web-only project? 

We ask all these questions
so that we are clear on what
is required. We also offer our
own suggestions – some out
of creativity and some out of
budget responsibility. You
may ask for an 8pp leaflet,
but we may feel a 6pp could
be achieved and in
consultation with the print
department discover that
savings can be made.

4 
What is the audience?

Again this may well be in the
brief, but we check to make
sure we know who the
audience is for a given
project. Is this aimed at the
young? Or the elderly? Do
special considerations have
to be taken into account –
say large point sized text for
people with learning
disabilities? Is the document
being produced in another
language? Are their
questions of ethnicity,
diversity and equality that
need to be reflected in the
document and in the
imagery used?

Method Statement

Understanding and interpreting the brief



We follow various steps in
the creative process. They
are not written in stone –
but they do give us a clear
pathway through the
creative process and by the
whole team subscribing to
this process we always
ensure that all options are
looked at, considered and
implemented. 

It also allows us to have a
consistent creative process;
one that does not deviate or
get sidetracked and one that
enables deadlines to be kept
and for clients to be kept
happy.

1 
The Concept

The first thing we do is to
Focus the concept. We
understand what the thing
is and begin to formulate a
plan of what it is we are
going to do

2 
Research

The next stage is to gather
supporting materials or to
work with the clients on the
creation of a ‘mood board’.
Working with the client at
this stage is essential. We get
their invaluable input on the
subject matter, plus we get
examples of what they
would like to see or things
that have inspired them.
We also look at: similar

projects by other
competitors; colour options;
films, video, TV, and other
forms of influence and
inspiration; photo research;
a look at the market in
general and what the
audience are currently
responding to.

To offer balance we also
sometimes offer an alternate
vision. We even sometimes
go completely off-brief – if
there is budget – to throw
something new and unusual
into the mix.

3 
Evaluation

When we have our research
together, we go through it in
detail. Due to the close
working nature of the team,
most work is a collaborative

effort, with all team
members adding their
thoughts and opinions into
a piece. 

We highlight the stuff we
like and understand why it
works. We also flag what we
don’t like and ensure we
understand why it doesn’t
work. 

4 
Establish a style

We start working by
establishing our style. With
the details on audience and
tone of voice agreed, we
start getting concept ideas
together. As shown in this
tender, we always like to
come up with a selection of
ideas. Yes, this is often
tempered by budgetary
concerns, but we like to
throw a few options into the

mix. We recently had a
request for a very quick and
low cost poster - we still
managed two very different
concepts for the client to
assess and decide upon.
In establishing the style we
ask questions about colour
and what they mean and
questions about the
audience. We check on the
tone of voice. We start
producing visuals.

5 
Visuals

Visuals can either be very
rough or they can be
detailed. Some clients know
how we work and can see
from a very rough draft how
a concept will evolve,
whereas other clients need
something more polished.
As cost is an issue, we advise
on this where possible.

We submit our concepts as
PDFs for your consideration.
PDFs are fast and easy to
comment upon and
distribute. If requested we
can produce hard copy
mock ups.

6 
Final artwork

We always try to ensure you
are left with sufficient time
to evaluate and comment
on the designs. We then take
your feedback and start
crafting the final artwork
and then start liaising with
the printers for the delivery.

At this stage we double
check all corporate
guidelines are met – and
many is the time we have to
tell clients that they are
infringing their own rules –
and we will liaise with any

guardians of the brand to
make sure everything is
correct.

All artwork is checked by
someone else in the team to
check for any errors
(including typos) and to
ensure everything is fine for
going to print. Another copy
is submitted to the client for
sign off.

We never charge extra for
multiple amends. Our fees
include ALL amends.

Our final rule is...
Break the rules!

While a ‘roadmap’ is a useful
tool for productivity,
sometimes it helps to come
up with something different.
It doesn’t always work - but
as the saying goes: ‘if you
don’t shoot you don’t score.’ 

Method Statement

The Creative Process

During a budget job or an
emergency deadline, these
creative processes are slightly
truncated, but we are always
aware of:

• Budget
• Deadline
• Creativity
• Innovation
• Dialogue and
communication with the
client.
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What do you see?
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